reading (reading)

reading (reading) 99
developmental reading skills i
provides skills necessary for efficient reading of textbooks and other materials. writing assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course.

consent of department chairperson.
1-3 lecture hours. 1-3 credit hours.
offered at: kk, oh, tr, wr

reading (reading) 125
developmental reading skills ii
for students who need to improve their reading skills; efficient reading of textbooks and other materials including work in mechanics of reading, vocabulary development, comprehension, and rate of reading. writing assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course.

grade of c or better in reading 99, compass reading (65-79), or consent of department chairperson.
3 lecture hours. 3 credit hours.
offered at: da, hw, kk, oh, tr, wr

reading (reading) 126
structural analysis & critical reading
ability to read and to analyze college level materials. for students with advanced reading skills. writing assignments, as appropriate to the discipline, are part of the course.

grade of c or better in reading 125, or consent of department chairperson.
3 lecture hours. 3 credit hours.
offered at: kk